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Abstract: Air Pollution is growing rapidly and it has become a
major concern in every part of the world. It leads to health
problems of the entire population. This demands the requirement
of Air pollution monitoring system. An IOT based Air pollution
monitoring system is developed which monitors air quality and
environmental parameters such as Temperature and Humidity
over a web server using internet. The concept of IOT helps to
access data from any part of the globe. Sensors are used to
monitor the harmful gases. The presence of harmful gases above
a particular limit can lead to severe health issues and accidents. A
threshold is set for pertinent sensors from which we can
acknowledge the rise in the gas levels. An email is sent to the
respective users when the values exceed the threshold as an alert.
Keywords : Air pollution, IOT sensors, Web server, Internet,
humidity and Temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION

Air pollution has become a major concern in every part of
the world. A lot of gaseous pollutants is released with the
increasing number of vehicles and industries in urban areas. It
leads to health problems like lung infection, Heart problems
and asthma. The atmosphere is exposed to different types of
gas emissions called as primary pollutants. They undergo
chemical reaction and form secondary pollutants. In recent
times, outdoor air quality has been improved. Every person is
exposed to indoor air pollution inside a building. It is due to
various factors like poor ventilation, chemicals in cleaning
materials, heat and some building materials. This demands the
requirement of Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Monitoring system.
Researchers have done the work for monitoring various
environmental parameters such as temperature, humidity,
carbon monoxide, but only a small attention is given to the
measurement of the particular matter.To address this issue, a
system consisting of a Microcontroller unit along with the gas
sensors and temperature and humidity sensor has been
developed in this work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Snehal V, Priya [1] proposed a hierarchy system that
includes three levels, device level, connection level and
system level. Each level has been designed to do a certain task
and the efficacy is certain. These levels are used to provide
several services at a real time basis. These layers can
communicate with one another wirelessly or through wired
means. According to Krithika R [2], the pollution levels of
various gases in a particular area are measured by positioning
the sensors in that area. The main server is uploaded with
these collected pollution levels for further analysis.

Yao-Hua Ho, Hu Cheng Lee, Hsuan-Chon Hu [3]
proposed a system to measure temperature, humidity and
concentration levels of gases by using sensors. The collected
data are uploaded to the information system for further
analysis.
Ashfaqur Rahman, Kay Hu [4] proposed a pollution
monitoring system in both indoor and outdoor environments
to measure gas levels, temperature, humidity and light
intensity. They presented a wireless sensor network based
system. In this work, a set of sensors is used at each node and
it is connected to the central monitoring system.
Gagan Parmar, Sagar [5] developed a prototype model for
monitoring the concentration levels of various air pollutant
gases using sensors. The data can be collected and sent to
Raspberry pi based webserver for display.
Shete, Agrawal S [6] presented the framework to monitor the
environment of the city. They used the low cost Raspberry pi
system. In this work, they used sensors to measure the
parameters such as carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
temperature and pressure.
Marinov, Marin B [7] proposed a system consisting of a
microcontroller unit for monitoring the parameters of the
environment with the help of atmospheric sensors and gas
sensors. For real time monitoring of the parameters, the
sensors are placed in different places. The data is gathered
and displayed on the city map.
III. MOTIVATION
We live in a contemporary world where we are surrounded by
perilous gas emissions and other factors which adds up to it.
Millions of people are being affected by these emissions.
Countries like India and China excogitated ideas such as
car-pooling and odd-car concept which was a big backfire.
Factors such as vehicular emissions, coal mining, carbon
consumption led to augmented pollution. Contemplating to all
these above factors and to retrospect with the Paris Climate
Change summit, there’s been few initiatives taken by
bourgeois people but there hasn’t been any significant
advancement or improvement. So, we came up with an idea
through which people can acknowledge the pollution levels in
an intangible fashion through digital means. This would help
people know the amount of damage it inconspicuously inflicts
on our environment. The cardinal objective of this work is to
excogitate a simple, low-cost and low maintenance air
pollution system. Since six billion people have access to their
mobile phone and internet, everyone can check for pollution
control levels by opening their website or mobile
applications.
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IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Basically, the idea is to place the transmitter which is the
Node-MCU concealed in a box like structure on traffic light
posts at the main centres of the city. The transmitter can be
powered from the electrical connections of the light post or a
solar chip can be fitted on the transmitter. These, are really
good power sources for the transmitter but if we want
something more efficient, reliable and low-cost, we can go for
3V coin cell. They are predominantly used in many IoT and
industry 4.0 applications.
The objective of the proposed work is to sense the harmful
toxic gases. The proposed system consists of a Node MCU,
gas sensors namely: MQ2, MQ7, MQ8, MQ135 and Keyes
DHT11 Temperature and Humidity sensor as shown in Figure
4.1. The sensing unit is used to monitor air pollution. The
sensors MQ2, MQ7, MQ8 and MQ135 are analog sensors.
They are used to measure oxygen, carbon monoxide,
hydrogen and carbon dioxide. The DHT11 is the low cost
digital temperature and humidity sensor. It produces digital
output. The Node MCU includes firmware which runs on the
ESP8266 Wi-Fi.
ESP8266 Node MCU consists of a microcontroller unit and
a Wi-Fi transceiver. It has 11 General Purpose Input/output
(GPIO) pins, voltage regulator, ADC and Micro-USB port. It
can be programmed like any other Arduino or other
microcontroller. It also has Wi-Fi transceiver on the top. It
can be connected to Wi-Fi network, internet, web server,
smart phone etc [8].

the gas levels. An email is sent to the respective users when
the values exceed the threshold as an alert
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The perilous gases are sensed and detected on a real time
basis. The gases are sensed and accessed through a website
which displays the pertinent statistics. The proposed work is
used to measure the air quality in different areas. In this work,
an experimental setup is developed to measure the gases,
temperature and humidity. The data collected from the
sensors can be accessed by authorized persons. A threshold is
set for pertinent sensors from which we can acknowledge the
rise in the gas levels. An email is sent to the respective users
when the values exceed the threshold as an alert.
Table 5.1 sensor accuracy
Sensor accuracy
S.no
Monitor parameter

1

Range

Oxygen
Carbon Monoxide CO

2

Carbon di oxide CO2

3

Hydrogen H

4

Accuracy

0-100ppm

±0.2%

0-1000
ppm
0-200
ppm
0-1000
ppm

<5%
10%
5%

Table 5.2 Obtained readings:
Readings
S.no
Range

Mobile

parameter

Application/WEB
1
2

Microcontroller
(Node MCU)

GATEWAY

3
4

MQ2
SENSOR

MQ7
SENSOR

MQ8
SENSOR

MQ135
SENSOR

Oxygen
Carbon Monoxide
CO
Carbon di oxide
CO2
Hydrogen H

TEMP +
HUMIDITY
SENSOR

Figure 4.1 Proposed Architecture
The receiving station can be situated somewhere in the centre
of the city. The Micro-controller gathers the sensor outputs
and sends these data to the computer. Then the data is
uploaded to the cloud data set. The cloud consists of a past
history of air concentration levels. All the uploaded data are
available in the database management system of the
centralized warehouse. All collected data is available along
with the area code and time stamp, so that it is easy to analyse
the pollution levels of different areas. A threshold is set for
pertinent sensors from which we can acknowledge the rise in
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Morning

Evening

56ppm

47ppm

130 ppm

360ppm

20 ppm

58ppm

12 ppm

35ppm
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VI. CONCLUSION
An air pollution monitoring system using Raspberry-pi
and IOT is developed in this work. It can monitor the levels of
pertinent gases and hence can prevent ruinous accidents.
Raspberry pi which is known as a single-board computer,
controls the entire process. The entire process is connected to
internet using Wi-Fi module. The safety of workers in
industries can be ensured by using wearable technology. The
proposed air monitoring system supports a new technology
and it is used to overcome the problems of highly polluted
areas. The system also has a feature which enables the people
to monitor the pollution level on their mobile phone using the
application.
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